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CUSTOMER:   CONTACT DETAILS: 

LENGTH DESCRIPTION  CHOICE 

Birdcage Made with French Net (large holes) covers face for that dramatic vintage look.  ◻ 

Shoulder Covers the shoulders (communion length), check hairstyle to determine exact length.  ◻ 

Elbow Exaggerates the waist and allows the skirt to shine, nice with Blusher and a full veil.  ◻ 

Waist Shorter than fingertip exaggerates the waist.  ◻ 

Fingertip Grazes the fingertips making it a thigh length veil, universally flattering, common. 
Length. 

 ◻ 

Waltz At calf or ankle easy to move around in.  ◻ 

Floor Kisses the Floor, beautifully mirroring a floor length gown.  ◻ 

Chapel Drama, covers part of train up to 118”, creating a tower of colour, could add Blusher.  ◻ 

Cathedral 
Great way to add train to a dress that does not have one, longer than 118”, sits 
approximately 6”past train, made to measure. 

 ◻ 

Notes   ◻ 

VOLUME DESCRIPTION  CHOICE 

Drop 

Drop Veil.  No gather so no volume and 1 Tier.  Has versatility, can be worn as Blusher, 
2 Tier or attached at edge as Mantilla.  Looks beautiful edged in Lace so a less expensive 
way to use the lace on a shorter veil.  Consider the shape and how it is attached to the 
hair. 

 ◻ 

Sheer A low amount of gather, typically Blusher veils.  Shows off decorative sleeves or straps.  ◻ 

Moderate Gives a little height and coverage on arms.  ◻ 

Full Lots of fullness so more opaque.  ◻ 

Notes   ◻ 

DESIGN DESCRIPTION  CHOICE 

1 Tier 
Simple and lightweight, gathered at the top and flows outwards towards the bottom.  Can 
be either gathered or Drop/Mantilla.  ◻ 

Elbow 
Blusher 

Veil has a Blusher that sits above a hand held flower arrangement, is joined as one piece to 
the back length, centrally gathered, consider volume for a blusher veil, good to add more. 

 ◻ 

Fingertip 
Blusher 

Veil has a Blusher that sits below a hand held flower arrangement, is joined as one piece to 
the back length, centrally gathered, consider volume for a blusher veil, good to add more. 

 ◻ 
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2 Tier 
Adds interest, short layer can be used as blusher layer, Tiers can be detachable 
Length of Both Tiers requires consultation, note below (Elbow or Fingertip have pricing).  ◻ 

3 Tier 
Full dramatic look, creates an opaque appearance, some brides will detach a long bottom 
layer for an evening look that is easier to move in rather than changing dress 
Length of all Tiers requires consultation, note below (Elbow or Fingertip have pricing). 

 ◻ 

Notes   ◻ 

SHAPE DESCRIPTION  CHOICE 

Traditional 
Straight sides, gathered in top and rounded lower edge for Tier veils, rounded lower edges 
for Blusher veils, gives a slight fluted look in sides. 

 ◻ 

Circular A round shape, makes veil even in length all the way around, usually for shorter veils.  ◻ 

Oval 
Creates a more uniform base in Front on a blusher and a more rounded edge in the base of 
a veil 

 ◻ 

Straight 
Cut 

Handkerchief or cut straight across base. works fabulously with shorter veils and raw 
edges or crystal edging/drops for drama on a tighter budget. 

 ◻ 

Notes   ◻ 

FABRIC DESCRIPTION  CHOICE 

Illusion 
Tulle 

100% nylon, with sparkle, holds good shape, transparent, good for long veil  ◻ 

Tulle 
As above not sparkly, most popular.  Beautiful drape, fashionably bridal simply raw edged 
can also be embellished.  Good option for outdoor weddings as it is stronger than silk. 

 ◻ 

Soft Tulle 
As above but softer in drape therefore more delicate, consider adding more volume.  
Drapes beautifully for a more boho look.  More expensive option and is also available in silk 
which is an extremely delicate fabric and substantially more expensive. 

 ◻ 

French 
Netting 

Large holes and 18"wide, stiff needs pins to tame it, creates an amazing retro vintage look  ◻ 

Notes   ◻ 

COLOUR   CHOICE 

White    ◻ 

Silk White    ◻ 

Ivory    ◻ 

Other    ◻ 

Notes   ◻ 

ATTACHMENT DESCRIPTION  CHOICE 

Gathered  No attachments.  ◻ 

Metal Comb A good option for thick hair and crystal embellishment.  ◻ 

Plastic 
Comb 

Clear, works well with Drop Veils.  ◻ 
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Comb Teeth Direction Teeth up ◻ Teeth Down  ◻ 

Loops Stitched to veil, useful for detachable veils attaches to hair via hair pins.  ◻ 

Swarovski Crystal 
Comb 

Crystals embellish across the strip of the comb.  ◻ 

Swarovski Pearl 
Comb 

Pearls embellish across the strip of the comb.  ◻ 

Notes   ◻ 

EDGING DETAIL DESCRIPTION  CHOICE 

Raw Edge ◻ Rolled Hem.  ◻ 

Rolled Hem 
with ½” 
Crystals 

 
Drop from Base. 

Stitched to Base. 
 

◻ 

◻ 

Rolled Hem 
with 1” 
Crystals 

 
Drop from Base. 

Stitched to Base. 
 

◻ 

◻ 

Satin 
Ribbon 
Edge 

 
Straight. 

Edge Loop. 
 

◻ 

◻ 

Organza 
Ribbon 

 
1/2” Organza 

1” Crinoline 
 

◻ 

◻ 

Lace Edge  Option requires consultation.  ◻ 

Notes   ◻ 

EMBELISH DESCRIPTION  CHOICE 

Swarovski 
Crystals 
Scattered 

Scattered Over full Veil. 

Specific Pattern. 

Amount to be determined below in Notes. 

Amount to be determined below in Notes. 
 

◻ 

◻ 

Custom 
Notes 

Any combination of Lace Applique, Silk Organza Flowers, Swarovski Crystal, Pearls and 
seed beads can be made to customer design 

 

 

 ◻ 

BAG DESCRIPTION  CHOICE 

Veil Bag 
Bag large enough to fit the longest most regal veil and other hair accoutrements.  Clear to 
see at a glance if you have everything organized.  Hanger Clip also included. 

 ◻ 

Veil Clip Veil Clip to hang your veil  ◻ 

CUSTOMER SIGNATURE  

TOTAL  

DEPOSIT PAID  

Thank you for your business! 


